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REPORT
Education Advocacy

“The probability that

we may fail in the

struggle ought not to

deter us from the

support of a cause we

believe to be just.”

~ Abraham Lincoln

The SAI Representative Council has approved the following platform to guide the association’s
efforts during the 2008 Legislative Session.

Statement of Collaboration: The School Administrators of Iowa’s platform was developed in the
context and with consideration of the needs of the other members of the PK-16 educational communi-
ty as well as the overall state budget. We believe that public education is a significant factor in Iowa’s
economy and a key component to the quality of life we enjoy in this state. A good education is a
powerful economic development tool. As a major segment of the state’s budget, education is an
investment in our future.

Mission Statement: SAI’s mission is to support, encourage and develop Iowa’s leaders and learners.

Major issues:
Allowable Growth: This is the most important priority for public education. It is time for Iowa to
come back to a leadership role in national education. The first step would be to set the next growth
rate at 6 percent. There needs to be a recognition that 4 percent allowable growth coupled with 2 per-
cent categorical funding is not equal to 6 percent allowable growth. The Legislature needs to establish
a plan to get Iowa public school funding to the national average per pupil expenditure.

AEA Funding: Their funding needs to be increased to make up for past shortfalls, and additional
funds should be allocated whenever the AEAs are asked to perform additional tasks. The AEAs face
the same difficulty as PK-12 districts in securing staff and thus should be part of the market factor
legislation.

Funding Formula: The formula should be fully funded and altered to include special areas that are
funded outside of the formula, e.g. Instructional Support, Teacher/Administrator Quality, Class Size
and Early Childhood Education.

SILO Repeal/Penny Replacement: Statewide implementation is strongly supported by SAI. This
action should hold harmless the counties that have already approved the tax. The statewide penny
would establish per pupil equity for facility funding in Iowa. The additional resources generated when
the penny sales tax becomes statewide could be used to address a number of state funding needs. One
example is increased funding of the school foundation amount which would help property tax equity
and give school districts more flexibility in working together.

PPEL Fund: SAI supports the expansion of PPEL uses to include major transportation equipment
repairs and the purchase of software for computer programs.

Class Size Reduction Funding: The funding of this legislation should be done prior to contract
deadlines to prevent unnecessary staff layoffs. This funding mechanism has shown its value and
should become part of the funding formula.

Other key issues for consideration:
Professional Development: Research reflects that quality professional development is a significant
contributor to improved student performance. The Legislature needs to continue to support additional
contract time, funding for developing quality professional development activities, and funding for the
DE and AEAs to allow them to coordinate and deliver quality professional development.
- continued on page 7

Legislative Platform is Springboard for Discussions
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Beyond Islands of Excellence

Historically, many educators have viewed school improvement as a building-by-building or
classroom-by-classroom process under the leadership of a heroic principal or a dedicated
teacher. The media have reinforced this concept with movies such as “Stand and Deliver”

about math teacher Jaime Escalante and “Lean On Me” about principal Joe Clark. Certainly, the role
individuals play should not be minimized. But as we examine deep and long-term improvement, it is
clear that we must move beyond the concept of the heroic individual and move toward recognizing the
role that the total educational system’s characteristics must play in continuous improvement.

Research by Nancy Protheroe, featured in the January/February 2008 issue of Principal magazine,
clarifies common themes of district-level improvement and district characteristics that promote school
improvement across classrooms and buildings in a district. Such districts had a clearly defined road
map for their efforts. The most successful districts limited improvement focus to a few fundamental
efforts, even though this sometimes required eliminating or taking resources away from popular pro-
grams. Another theme was a dual focus on excellence and equity. Low expectations for any group of
students were unacceptable.

Protheroe listed the following characteristics of improving districts:
• Increasing emphasis on curriculum and instruction. Instruction was moved to “center stage.”
Teachers met to engage in planning for curriculum alignment, develop pacing guides and talk about
grade-to-grade articulation.
• Reorganizing resources to support improvement efforts. Resources were shifted to support improve-
ment efforts.
• Assigning accountability to the schools. Building staff were held accountable for student learning.
However, site-based accountability did not necessarily mean that schools were free to select their own
curriculum. On the contrary, improved performance required a tighter link between what was assessed
and what was taught, resulting in more emphasis on district-wide curriculum.
• Making effective use of data. Effectively using data became a way of life in improving districts.
Staff, at all levels, needed to be trained in the use of data.
• Increasing staff communication and collaboration. At the building level, many principals developed
schedules that made it possible for teachers to collaborate routinely. Collaboration changed the culture
of many schools from teachers working in isolation to communities of support.
• Using professional development to support school improvement efforts. The Iowa Professional
Development (IPDM) should serve as the model.
• Intervening in schools making little progress. This intervention might involve more control and
supervision, but could also result in the allocation of additional resources being channeled to the
school.
• Assisting students with academic difficulties. Many districts developed benchmark assessments that
provided ongoing data on the progress of individual students. Principals and teachers were expected to
use this data to identify difficulties and to provide prompt assistance.
• Shifting the role of the central office. Moving from control and supervision to helping to identify best
practices already in use in the district and providing training and resources to replicate them in other
classrooms and sites. A portion of the leadership work through the Wallace Foundation grant is
focused on working with Iowa’s eight largest school districts, the Urban Education Network, to help
clarify and support the shifting role of the central office in each of those districts.

It is important that improvement efforts be systemic. Islands of improvement will not move the num-
ber of students to the higher levels that are needed for the long haul.
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REPORT

The SAI Report is
published for association
members and selected

community and business
leaders by School

Administrators of Iowa.

Your comments and
suggestions are welcome.

Tracy J. Harms, editor

School Administrators of Iowa
12199 Stratford Drive
Clive, IA 50325-8146

Phone: (515) 267-1115
FAX: (515) 267-1066

www.sai-iowa.org

At its January 16 meeting, the SAI
Representative Council:
� recognized the efforts of members and staff to
achieve a tie with the 2001-02 record for most reg-
ular SAI members.
� received a Mentoring and Induction Committee
report which reviewed and affirmed the practice of
appointing mentors who are practicing administra-
tors and are outside of the mentee’s school district.
The Committee also urged that funding be sought
to provide a second year of support to mentees.
� heard that the Iowa Leadership Academy
Superintendent/Board Center Steering Committee
met for the first time. The meeting focused on cre-
ating a mission, vision and communication plan.
� gained information on the Iowa Leadership
Academy Principals Center for which the applica-
tion process for Cohort II participants begins Feb.
1. The deadline for these applications is Feb. 29.
Cohort 1 will also reunite in June.
� approved the 2008 legislative platform (see page
1).
� accepted the 2007 audit report.

In the News
Heartland AEA and Lynnville-Sully Elementary are
featured in the Jan. 23 issue of Education Week
with the story “Embracing ‘Response to
Intervention.’”

Conveying Importance of
Leadership to Legislators
Dan Smith and Troyce Fisher presented Iowa’s
educational leadership initiatives to the joint House
and Senate Education Appropriations Committee
January 24.

Question from January:
Is your district/school doing
anything differently to increase
student interest in science,
technology, engineering and
math?

Integrate into other 31.2%
curriculum areas

Increase professional 50%
development for teachers
of these subjects

Start career-based 31.2%
instruction in earlier grades

Use Project Lead the Way 56.2%
or other similar programs

No 18.8%

This month’s question:
With your district’s new anti-
bullying/anti-harassment policy
in place, have you experienced
a change in the number of inci-
dents reported?

Go to www.sai-iowa.org
to provide your answer.

* This is an unscientific survey of volunteer
participants and is not a valid statistical
sample.

Give us your feedback* UpcomingUpcoming
EventsEvents
February
12 - School Law
Conference, Sheraton West
Des Moines

19 - Winter Institute, West
Des Moines Marriott

20 - Winter Institute,
Coralville Marriott

21 - Winter Institute, King’s
Pointe Resort, Storm Lake

April
11 - Secretaries Seminar,
West Des Moines Marriott -

30 - Spring Legal Lab, SAI
Office, Clive

Find registration information and
learn about future offerings at
www.sai-iowa.org/events.html

W i n t e r I n s t i t u t e
February 19 - West Des Moines Marriott
February 20 - Coralville Marriott
February 21 - Storm Lake, King’s Pointe Resort
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Objectives - Participants will
• Become familiar with the elements of the
Attendance Center Plan for Professional
Development as required in SF 277.
• Discuss how to align the Individual Teacher
Professional Development Plans with the Building-
level Professional Development Plans.
• Understand the future plans for the Iowa Core
Curriculum.

• Recognize the importance of adopting the
Iowa Core Curriculum, conducting a gap
analysis, and developing plans for improved
instructional practices.

Target Audience
• Local District Teacher Quality Committees
(teachers and administrators).
• Professional Development Leadership
Teams including teacher leaders.
• School administrators (building-level and
central office).
• AEA consultants who assist local district
professional development and school
improvement.

Register at www.sai-iowa.org/events.html

����
��

PowerPoint Presentation
If you need a starting point for a community
presentation, SAI has a PowerPoint available
on Impacting Student Achievement: the role
of educators, parents and the community.
Contact tharms@sai-iowa.org for a copy.

http://www.sai-iowa.org/events.html
http://www.sai-iowa.org
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The following dialogue is from the 1993 comedy “So I Married an Axe Murderer,” starring Mike
Myers. To set things up, Stuart Mackenzie, a Scottish character played by Myers, is complain-
ing about his youngest son, who is sitting between Mackenzie and the television on which he is

trying to watch his beloved Scottish soccer team. [Be sure to read this with your best Scottish accent
in mind.]

Stuart Mackenzie: Look at the size of that boy’s head. 
Tony Giardino: Shhh! 
Stuart Mackenzie: I’m not kidding, it’s like an orange on a toothpick. 
Tony Giardino: Shhh, you’re going to give the boy a complex. 
Stuart Mackenzie: Well, that’s a huge noggin. That’s a virtual planetoid. 
Tony Giardino: Shh! 
Stuart Mackenzie: Has it’s own weather system. 
Tony Giardino: Sh, sh, shh. 
Stuart Mackenzie: HEAD! MOVE! 

Stuart Mackenzie: I’m not kidding, that boy’s head is like Sputnik; spherical but quite pointy at parts!
Now that was offsides, wasn’t it? [referring to the soccer game] He’ll be crying himself to sleep
tonight, on his huge pillow.

While taken from a 1993 comedy, similar comments might just as easily have come from the play-
ground at Olmsted Elementary in Urbandale, circa 1979. While I didn’t give much thought to the size
of my head, others perhaps found it unusual for a first grader to wear a size 7 ¾ hat, while sporting a
size 9 neck. Certainly there are other bulbous-headed individuals out there who have had to hear sto-
ries about how your mother used to cut the collar on your T-shirts when you were 2 years old, so that
she could get the shirts to fit over your head. Fortunately, I got the last laugh when I was able to use
my cranium as a battering ram in football, back in the days when we were encouraged to deliver hel-
met on helmet contact. We didn’t have concussions back then, we just “got our bell rung,” then
“shook off the cobwebs” and got back into action. I hope this [along with the fact that during my
deployment the Army gave us anthrax shots, then stopped giving shots, then started again to give
anthrax shots, and finally stopped giving us the shots] helps explain any concerns you might have
about my mental stability. 

While the above, self-deprecating humor has either brought a smile to your face or disturbed you, I
pose the following question: If the above comments were made to one of your students, would it vio-
late your school district’s new anti-bullying/anti-harassment policy, and could little Matt Carver’s par-
ents have successfully obtained approval on a late open enrollment request to Johnston based on simi-
lar comments at his elementary school? 

This, of course, begs the question of whether your school board has adopted a new policy since the
legislature required that they do so during last year’s legislative session. Based on my conversations
with administrators, as well as the fact that Carol Greta at the DE, and Mary Gannon at IASB, put
together a sample policy for your school district to adopt, I am confident this is the case. However,
there may be a few stragglers out there who have accidentally dropped the ball. Again, double-check,
and make sure that your district is not one of them. 

I would like to take this opportunity to discuss the State Board of Education’s decision on harassment
and open-enrollment, which Carol Greta mentioned in the January 2008 School Leader Update. At its
December meeting, the State Board issued new criteria for analyzing late-filed open enrollment
requests that allege repeated acts of harassment. Not only was this the first appeal to the State Board
concerning such late-filed open enrollment requests following the enactment of the new anti-bully-
ing/anti-harassment law, but to the best of my knowledge, it was the first time that any governmental
body has analyzed whether certain behavior constitutes harassment under the new law. As such, a dis-
cussion of this decision should prove instructive to not only those superintendent and central office
types, who may wrestle with open enrollment requests, but also to you administrators out there who
are trying to determine what constitutes harassment against students in your building. 

by Matt Carver, Director of Legal Services

When it comes to 
harassment, use your head

This article is intended
only as a reference in
regard to the subject

matter covered. It is fur-
nished with the under-
standing that SAI is not
engaged in rendering
legal advice. If a legal 

opinion is desired, 
private legal counsel
should be consulted.
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The facts of the decision, In re Hannah T. (cited as 25 D.o.E. App. Dec. 26), go something like this: 
Hannah is currently in the fifth grade at one school district and sought late open enrollment from her
previous school district last summer on the grounds of repeated acts of harassment, under Iowa Code
§282.18. 

To make their case, Hannah’s parents obtained a letter from a pediatric psychologist which stated, in
part: “... According to [Hannah’s mother] there have been multiple incidents of ‘teasing’ and ‘bully-
ing’ directed at Hannah over the past couple of school years. ... Based on the report from Hannah’s
parents, we would agree that the current situation is serious enough to warrant Hannah changing
schools and believe this to be a reasonable course of action considering the reported circumstances.”

So what were the alleged specifics of this harassment or bullying? Hannah’s parents stated that she
had been “picked on” by one child (“Caitlyn”) since preschool. The only incident of physical vio-
lence occurred during recess several years ago, when Hannah was in 2nd grade. Several girls held
Hannah against a school wall outside while Caitlyn threw a ball at her, “hitting her over and over.”
Hannah did not tell her teacher about this. Hannah’s mother, Ms. T., wrote that there were no inci-
dents in 3rd grade, just “small nitpicking.” In fact, Hannah’s 3rd grade teacher made it a point to keep
Hannah and Caitlyn separated, because of the tension between the two. Her teacher further noted that
Hannah “was equally guilty of dealing out comments and looks to Caitlyn.”

Ms. T stated that when Hannah was in 4th grade, “other girls in the class gave Hannah ‘dirty looks,’
that Hannah was teased because she needed eyeglasses, that Hannah was teased once at lunch regard-
ing whether she liked a certain boy, and that the girls in her class once made fun of Hannah’s
clothes.” Interestingly, Ms. T also noted that she observed the girls “bicker back and forth,” because
Ms. T and Caitlyn’s family carpooled the girls to dance lessons. Huh? They carpooled with this
alleged tyrant?!

“Toward the end of 4th grade, Hannah had one outburst at home . . . in which Hannah cried that she
had no friends, that she hated school, and that she didn’t want to live anymore.” Thankfully, and
wisely, Hannah’s parents sought treatment for her from a pediatric psychologist. 

Finally, the State Board considered the observations of Hannah’s previous elementary school princi-
pal who had been an administrator for nine years and an elementary teacher for over 25 years. The
principal’s “perspective on the situation is that Hannah is a very bright girl who likes to have things
her way, and that the conflicts with her peers are nothing atypical of that age group.” 

So how did the State Board decide? First, it noted that the Board has only given relief under Iowa
Code §282.18(5) to students who have been harassed in three cases. This is a good reminder of the
high hurdle that families have to overcome. In the past, many late applications for open enrollment
based on harassment have failed based on the family’s knowledge of the harassment before the March
1 filing deadline, which was the first of the six criteria, or the family did not fulfill former criterion
number five, which stated: “School officials, upon notification of the harassment, must have worked
without success to resolve the situation.” More often than not, as I imagine will continue to be the
case moving forward with late applications, the family never gave the school district an opportunity
to fix the problem. 

Due in large part to the enactment of the anti-bullying/anti-harassment law and definition of harass-
ment as stated therein, the State Board adopted new criteria for deciding late open enrollment applica-
tions based on harassment. The new criteria are as follows:

1) The harassment must have occurred after March 1 or the student or parent is able to demonstrate
that the extent of the harassment could not have been known until after March 1.

2) The harassment must be specific electronic, written, verbal, or physical acts or conduct toward the
student which created an objectively hostile school environment that meets one or more of the fol-
lowing conditions:

(1) Places the student in reasonable fear of harm to the student’s person or property.
(2) Has a substantially detrimental effect on the student’s physical or mental health.
(3) Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student’s academic performance.
(4) Has the effect of substantially interfering with the student’s ability to participate in or 
benefit from the services, activities, or privileges by a school.

3) The evidence must show that the harassment is likely to continue despite the efforts of school offi-
cials to resolve the situation.
- continued on page 6

In Memoriam

Susanne Baty, retired
principal of Cardinal
Elementary in
Maquoketa. (12-21-07)

Dennis Pierce, retired
superintendent of
Pocahontas Area
Community School
District. (1-17-08)
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“In dissecting the State
Board’s new criteria,
the most significant

change, at least in my
mind, is the replace-

ment of old Criterion 2,
which stated – ‘The
harassment must be

beyond typical adoles-
cent cruelty. . .’ with
new Criterion 2 [as
noted on page 5],

which focuses on the
conditions for an

‘objectively hostile
school environ-

ment”‘under the new
anti-bully-

ing/harassment law.”

When it Comes to Harassment
- continued from page 5

4) Changing the student’s school district will alleviate the situation.

Examining Hannah’s situation under these criteria, the State Board analyzed the timing issue under
Criterion 1 above. As noted by the Board: “… there must be some showing why her parents could not
have filed their application in a timely manner. This demands proof not merely that the extent of the
harassment was unknown until after March 1, but that the extent of the harassment could not have
been known until then.” By her own statements, Ms. T acknowledged that she knew of her daughter’s
alleged harassment prior to March 1. Furthermore, as the Board stated: “… there is nothing in the
psychologist’s letter . . . to indicate that there had been an escalation in her peers’ behavior toward
Hannah post-March 1.” For the above reasons, the Board found that Criterion 1 had not been met. 

The State Board next addressed Criterion 2, to determine whether Hannah was actually “harassed” as
that term is now defined under Iowa law. Again, to my knowledge, this was a matter of first impres-
sion under the new law. Bottom line – the State Board found no evidence that Hannah experienced an
objectively hostile school environment. Ironically, the Board even used some of the language from
the pediatric psychologist’s letter, which was obtained at the request of Hannah’s parents, to show
that the standard for bullying/harassment had not been met. That language read as follows:

“…[Changing schools] is not the only treatment strategy we are recommending with Hannah and we
are working, with Hannah’s parents, to improve her social skills, her tolerance of ‘teasing’ and her
emotional reactivity to ‘teasing.’ We are hopeful that these strategies will help Hannah avoid these
types of problems in the future, in all situations.”

The Board further noted that the psychologist’s “letter was prepared at the request of Hannah’s par-
ents, and therefore, presumably was stated as forcefully and positively in Hannah’s favor as the psy-
chologist felt was prudent.” Thus, even getting the benefit of the doubt from their own expert,
Hannah’s parents did not present enough evidence to prove harassment. 

As an additional point of discussion regarding Criterion 2, the Board referenced the fact that
Hannah’s report card showed that she was doing quite well academically, further rebutting arguments
that the alleged harassment was substantially interfering with her academic performance and partici-
pation. On this point, do not assume that the State Board would not find harassment in other
instances, even where the target is getting all As or 1s (or whatever grading mechanism you use). In
other cases there may be enough additional evidence, outside of the target’s report card, to show that
said student was experiencing an “objectively hostile school environment.” That just wasn’t the situa-
tion with Hannah. 

Finally, the State Board did not need to address Criteria 3 and 4, since Criterion 2 (concerning
whether there was harassment) was not met. 

In dissecting the State Board’s new criteria, the most significant change, at least in my mind, is the
replacement of old Criterion 2, which stated – “The harassment must be beyond typical adolescent
cruelty. . .” with new Criterion 2 (as shown above), which focuses on the conditions for an “objec-
tively hostile school environment” under the new anti-bullying/harassment law. 

So, whether you are struggling with whether or not to grant a late open-enrollment request this spring
or trying to determine if a student has truly experienced an “objectively hostile school environment,”
I hope this month’s column has been of assistance. If not, do not hesitate to give me a call for some
clarification. 

By the way, in case you were wondering, my hat size is still 7 ¾. 

School Law Conference
Feb. 12, 2008 from 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Sheraton West Des Moines - 1800 50th St.

� Ethics
� Special Education
� Athletic eligibility
� Attendance & Truancy
� 28E Agreements
� Parental and Custody Rights, Residency and Open Enrollment

Register today!
www.sai-iowa.org

http://www.sai-iowa.org/events.html
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Legislative Platform
- continued from page 1

Educator Quality/Compensation: We encourage the Legislature to continue to fund the present
mentoring and induction program for teachers and to implement the remainder of the program when
ongoing funding is available. Funding for Administrator Quality with an emphasis on tying perform-
ance expectations to the Iowa Standards for School Leaders should be continued. Mandated adminis-
trator mentoring should include superintendents and be increased to two years. Also, funding for an
Administrator Academy should be sought. 

Incentives: SAI feels that financial incentives can be very effective for expediting high school
reform, regionalizing high schools, voluntary district reorganizations, creating administrative efficien-
cies, and fostering collaborations with community colleges. The statewide sales tax could provide
infrastructure for many of these efforts. 

Early Childhood Education: We believe the funding should be continued and expanded to include
every child. As we approach funding for every child, a mechanism should be developed to provide
funding for districts that started programs prior to the availability of state funds. This funding should
become part of the formula. Results should continue to be quantified and the best methods to deliver
this programming developed. Research shows the rewards in student performance will be identifiable
and significant, and savings in special education and human services costs will more than pay for the
investment down the road.  

Before- and After-School Programming: As early childhood programs increase, the demand for
programs before and after school will also increase. More funding is needed to assist community col-
laborative programs that pool facility and financial resources to provide before- and after-school pro-
grams that support the early childhood programs, child care and program enrichment. 

IPERS: SAI supports legislation that would provide a method to fully fund the IPERS program. We
favor the present 60 percent being paid by the employer and 40 percent by the employee. Necessary
increases for the employer should be allowed to be paid from the management fund. A plan should be
implemented to increase the maximum years paid from 35 to 40. 

Non-Teacher/Paraprofessionals: These professionals are a vital part of any district and funding
should be sufficient to pay these staff members a competitive wage.

Enrollment Changes: A method needs to be developed that recognizes the changes in enrollments.
A graduated method that cushions the effect of increases/decreases in enrollment could greatly aid in
stabilizing programming and staffing. 

Market Factor Pay: These funds need to be directed by the district/AEA and sufficient to address
hard-to-fill positions, provide incentives for additional preparation for existing staff and pursue shar-
ing of staff with other educational institutions. 

SAI strongly supports the concept that adequate funding for programs, professional development,
facilities, equipment, supplies, salaries and benefits is the best way to attract and retain the best and
brightest educators, and students in Iowa.

P l a n  A h e a d  f o r  2 0 0 8  &  2 0 0 9  
S A I  A u g u s t  C o n f e r e n c e

August 6 & 7, 2008
(Pre-conference is August 5)

August 12 & 13, 2009
(Pre-conference is August 11)
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Third in a five-part series

Engaging Parents as Partners in Student Learning
by Ed Redalen, Iowa Parent Information Resource Center director

If you believe that parents play a key role in
their children’s learning, you are well on
your way to a partnership-focused role con-

struction with parents. Turning this belief into a
strong reality requires focused attention and per-
sistent effort over time.

From multiple PIRC staff conversations with
district leaders, principals, teachers and other
school staff, we have identified four core beliefs
that serve as the foundation for the work of
engaging families.

Core Belief 1
All parents have dreams for their children and
want the best for them.

Core Belief 2
All parents have the capacity to support their
children’s learning.

Core Belief 3
Parents and school staff should be equal part-
ners in children’s learning.

Core Belief 4
The responsibility for building partnerships
between schools and home rests primarily with
school staff, especially school leaders.

Excerpted from Beyond the Bake Sale—The Essential Guide
to Family-School Partnerships (2006) (pp. 26-39)

Check out your level of agreement to these core
beliefs by applying a 1-5 scale ranking to each
one: 1 – strongly disagree; 2 – disagree; 3 –
unsure; 4 – agree; 5 – strongly agree.

If you and other leaders in your district are in
general agreement at level 4 or 5, you may want
to utilize some tools to determine more careful-
ly how parent-friendly your school/district is in
actual practice. Specifically, these tools are 
designed to begin a conversation about your

school environment and how welcome parents
feel when they interact with school staff about
their children’s learning.

Why do this?
1) To determine at a more qualitative level if
your beliefs are matched to actions; and

2) To directly act on developing and strengthen-
ing parent engagement as a strategy for student
achievement.

The Iowa Statewide Parent Information
Resource Center (PIRC) has ‘bundled’ eight
tools to assist in a more careful analysis of your
current reality relative to “parents as partners.”

The tools include: 
1) a rubric for assessing what kind of partner-

ships your school has with parents; 
2) several checklists with multiple questions for

rating your school, followed by several 
reflection questions for addressing issues; 

3) surveys for parents, teachers, and school 
leaders that meet reliability and validity crite-
ria; and 

4) a revised “Welcoming Environment Walk 
Through” — a tool that you can use to assess 
how others see your school.

We have identified and/or developed these
assessment tools and linked them to current
research findings reported in the November and
January SAI Report, National PTA Standards,
the Harvard Family Research Project, and the
Family-School Partnership Labs at Vanderbilt
University’s Peabody College.

In the March SAI Report, a schedule will be
provided regarding training session options on
the use of these tools. These workshops will be
conducted in several parts of the state. In addi-
tion, we will review the tools and processes at
the August SAI Conference.

“ ...PIRC has 

‘bundled’ eight tools

to assist in a more

careful analysis of

your current reality

relative to ‘parents as

partners.’ “

http://www.iowaparents.org
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Resources Available 

at New Web Site

The Birth to Five Policy Alliance

has launched a new Web site at

www.birthtofivepolicy.org. The site is

targeted to policy makers, business lead-

ers and community leaders interested in

shifting the odds for young children at

risk. 

It’s the first site in the country dedicat-

ed to providing a single location for 50-

state information that combines activities

by legislatures, governors, and communi-

ties as well as state policy profiles and

state-by-state data that provides a road

map for action and a base of information

about the status of state policy. Policy-

makers will find key research as well as

ideas, options and best practices they can

use. Business and community leaders can

access specific tools geared to their

needs.

The Birth to Five Policy Alliance was

established in 2005 to help shift the odds

for very young children at risk and nar-

row the achievement gap by focusing on

children in the first five years, before

they enter kindergarten. Backed by both

decades of research and continuing dis-

coveries in the science of child develop-

ment, the Alliance provides state leaders

with the opportunity to learn from what’s

working across the country and try inno-

vative ideas that will improve the out-

comes for young children.

The Alliance is chaired by Joan

Lombardi, Ph.D., one of the leading

experts on child and family policy.

Nat iona l  Conference  In format ion
AASA National Conference 
Feb. 14-17, Tampa
The Iowa/Nebraska Reception will be held Feb. 16 from 6 - 7:30 p.m. at the
Tampa Marriott Waterside.

NAESP Convention
April 4-8, Nashville
A limited number of hotel rooms are available in the Iowa block
on a first-come, first-served basis. Contact Cyndi Petersen at
SAI - cpetersen@sai-iowa.org. Deadline is Feb. 15, 2008.
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School Improvement and Leadership 
Specialist to Speak at SAI Aug. 6

Joe Murphy will be a Distinguished Lecturer at the SAI annual
conference on August 6, 2008. Dr. Murphy is on staff at

Vanderbilt University in Nashville and was co-chair of the Expert Panel, Interstate
School Leaders Licensure Consortium Standards for School Leaders Revision Group,
2006-2007. He was the founding Chair (1994-2004) of the Interstate School Leaders
Licensure Consortium and directed the development of the ISLLC Standards for
School Leaders. 

His work is in the area of school improvement, with special emphasis on leadership
and policy. His book, Connecting Teacher Leadership and School Improvement, pro-
vides a comprehensive look at what is known about teacher leadership and what works
to support it. He has written or co-authored 15 books and two major monographs in
this area and edited another 12 books. In addition to the above-referenced book, his
most recent works include Leadership for Literacy (2004), Preparing School Leaders:
An Agenda for Research and Action (2006), and Turning Around Failing Schools:
Leadership Lessons from the Organizational Sciences (2008). He has also published
over 200 articles and book chapters on school improvement and leadership.

Plan now to attend the Conference, August 6 & 7, 2008, in Des Moines.

SAI Corporate Partner

http://www.birthtofivepolicy.org

